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Sunder Nursery was established by the British to experiment with the trees proposed to be grown in the new capital in Delhi. It is a large, enclosed nursery on
the north side of Humayun’s Tomb, owned and operated by the Central Public
Works Department. Located in south central Delhi and spread over twenty-eight
hectares, the development of Sunder Nursery into a sustainable park is part of a
larger socio-economic development programme that includes the urban regeneration of Nizamuddin Basti and restoration of Humayun’s Tomb complex (a
World Heritage Site).
The Sunder Nursery abuts Humayun’s Tomb complex, with which its shares
a common entrance zone, and stands on the historic Grand Trunk Road. Within
the Nursery stand nine Mughal-period tombs, of which three are protected by
the Archaeological Survey of India. The work of the Aga Khan Trust for Culture
(AKTC) will aim to enhance nursery functions; create a significant arboretum;
restore the monuments; create new attractions; and provide visitor facilities. At
the same time, plans are in place to link up the Nursery site with Humayun’s
Tomb complex, creating a vast green space, a ‘cultural heritage park’, in the
heart of the capital city.
A flat, extensive and underused green space lies in Nizamuddin, a designated heritage zone comprising Lutyen’s Garden City, its extensions and a number of significant heritage areas, such as India Gate, Humayun’s Tomb complex,
Lodhi Gardens and the Old Fort. The Nursery is bordered by Humayun’s Tomb
to the south, the National Zoological Park to the north, the Bharat Scouts and
Guides Centre to the east and the prominent Delhi Public School to the west.
The area’s position between Humayun’s Tomb complex and Nizamuddin Basti
provides the opportunity to create a larger Area Development Project connecting
Humayun’s Tomb and its outer precinct.
The design of the new Park is organized along a central axial spine around
which gardens and landscapes are arranged. From formal garden to informal
settings for families to enjoy picnics, the Park will offer a variety of recreational
and cultural venues. Water features, ponds and lakes are part of the master
plan, which includes nursery beds, a flower showcase, arboretum, rose garden
and orchards.
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More than just a green space in the heart
of the city, Sunder Nursery literally stands in

1 Nursery Beds
2 Lakkarwala Burj
3 Glasshouse

4 Graves Platform
5 Garden Pavilion
6 Arched Gateway

7 Sunder Burj
8 Sunderwala Mahal
9 Flower Show Area

10 Interpretation/

100 m

Training Centre

the midst of history. The monuments located
here are being carefully conserved using
traditional materials and building crafts.
Lakkarwala Burj with its landscaped garden
is shown above.

Opposite page:
Conservation work on the ceiling

Project Scope / Objectives
The conversion of Sunder Nursery into a public park
containing visitor facilities and restored Mughal-era
monuments is part of a development programme
that seeks to create a larger Area Development Project connecting with Humayun’s Tomb and Hazrat
Nizamuddin Basti.

of Sunder Burj.
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Phasing

SUNDER NURSERY

2007 Y 2013

‘Memorandum of Understanding’
with Central Public Works
Department and Archaeological
Survey of India marking the
commencement of landscape and
conservation works at Sunder
Nursery; surveys completed

2007

Landscape Master Plan
finalized and required
approvals obtained;
conservation works on
the monuments in the
Nursery initiated

Conservation of Lakkarwala
Burj and Sunderwala Mahal
commences; infrastructure
grid laid out; development of
Delhi’s first arboretum

2008

2009

The 18th-century Garden Pavilion was in
a ruinous condition and threatened with
demolition to make way for a ‘tunnel roads’
project. Today this unique building is being
considered for protection, thanks to the
conservation work carried out by master
craftsmen.

Opposite page:
Aligned on an axis with Sunder Burj and
culminating at the foot of Azim Ganj Serai,
the Central Vista will provide a seamless
pedestrian connection between Humayun’s
Tomb and Sunder Nursery, at the same
time creating an extraordinary visual delight.
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Completion of the landscape
works at Lakkarwala Burj
and Garden Pavilion; design
of greenhouse; market
research and feasibility study
undertaken

2010

Agreement on
post-project
management of
the redeveloped
Sunder Nursery

2011

Completion of civil
and landscape works
at southern half
of site; post-project
management

2013

As part of the Nursery development project all of the historic structures located in the
Nursery will undergo conservation to enhance their significance and restore their architectural integrity. Landscaping the setting of the monuments is an important element of
the conservation works and the master plan for the Nursery. Over 140 tree species presently exist at Sunder Nursery, some of which are unique to the Delhi region. It is proposed
to add a similar number of species mostly comprising vegetation that has been lost to the
Delhi region. A 3.6-hectare nursery has been established along the northern edge of
Sunder Nursery; glasshouses, mist chambers, tissue culture labs, and a training centre
are also proposed to be built. As part of the project a micro-habitat zone – an arboretum
– is being created, simulating a microcosm of Delhi’s landscape, including Kohl (hilly),
Khadar (riverine), Bangar (alluvial) and Dabar (marshy) zones.
The proposed Interpretation Centre on ecology and heritage in Sunder Nursery will
host education programmes. A newly created amphitheatre will host musical and cultural performances and a café and restaurant will provide refreshments and food for
visitors. The buildings will be eco-friendly and sustainable, having minimum impact on
the site’s environmental character, and vehicular traffic will be limited to the periphery to
allow visitors to enjoy the natural and built heritage of the new Park.
Transforming the Nursery into a Park will create employment opportunities for the
residents of Nizamuddin Basti. In keeping with AKTC’s wider objectives of improving built
environments in largely Muslim communities, it is expected that the surplus income generated from the Park would be used to restore and develop the Basti’s urban infrastructure,
such as schools, training centres, home improvements and public spaces.
Additionally, the future Park will provide a platform to educate children through the
conservation and development of tangible and intangible heritage and awareness of cultural
identity with the creation of interpretive programmes complementary to the visits. On an
environmental level, the revitalization and efficient utilization of more than twenty-eight
hectares of land in the middle of Delhi will help reduce pollution and increase air quality.

Background
B R I E F H I S TO RY O F P RO J E C T S I T E

Sunder Nursery is located inside an important archaeological zone between the 16th-century fort built by
Mughal ruler Humayun and his tomb. The Mughal-era
Grand Trunk Road passed through the area. The Nursery
was established by the British to cultivate trees for the
new capital in Delhi.

Challenges
SITE CONDITIONS

Sunder Nursery is nearly flat and shares an entrance
with Humayun’s Tomb complex. Within the Nursery
remain nine Mughal-period tombs, and the archaeological remnants of several other structures. The Nursery
is bordered by the National Zoological Park to the
north, the Batashewala complex to the east and the
Delhi Public School to the west.

Significant Issues and Impact

PLANNING ISSUES

The new park design is organized along a central axial
spine around which gardens and landscapes are
arranged. From formal gardens to informal settings,
the park will offer a variety of recreational and cultural
venues. Water features, ponds, lakes, nursery beds, a
flower showcase, arboretum, rose garden and orchards
are all incorporated in the design. Landscaping settings
for the monuments is an important element of the work
too. A number of original species of vegetation currently lost are being considered for replanting. A traffic
study is underway to minimize the impact of the sixmetre-wide road that divides Humayun’s Tomb from
Sunder Nursery.

M AS T E R P L A N N I N G P RO C E S S

The landscape Master Plan emphasizes developing
the ecology, heritage and nursery functions of Sunder
Nursery and received approval of the Delhi Urban Art
Commission.

C O M M U N I T Y I N VO LV E M E N T/ P RO G R A M M E

The development of the Nursery into a park will create
direct and indirect employment opportunities for the
residents of Nizamuddin Basti. In keeping with AKTC’s
wider objectives of improving built environments and
raising living standards, it is hoped that the surplus
income generated from the park can be used to support
the Basti’s urban infrastructure, such as the municipal
school, polyclinic, community toilets and public spaces.
N E W T E C H N O LO G I E S I N T RO D U C E D

H I S TO R I C B U I LD I N G S/ M O N U M E N T S C O N S E RV E D

Conservation works are ongoing on the Lakkarwala
Burj, Sunderwala Burj and Sunderwala Mahal, all 16thcentury buildings. Work was completed on the 18thcentury Mughal-era Garden Pavilion, which was on the
verge of collapse and threatened with demolition for a
roadway project. The project also aims to incorporate
the five-hectare Batashewala complex with three
buildings of national importance within the future Sunder Nursery.

DATA C O LLE C T I O N /S U RV E YS

A detailed survey and database of all existing trees was
prepared prior to commencement of the master-planning process. Over 140 tree species exist at Sunder
Nursery, some of which are unique to the Delhi region.
A plan for conservation works on several monuments
was similarly prepared at the onset of the project.

traffic will be limited to the periphery. The project also
envisages improvements in irrigation, electrical supply,
and drainage and visitor facilities.

N E W B U I LD I N G FAC I LI T I E S

Amongst the first project activities was a two-kilometre
peripheral road to ensure that vehicular access to the
public areas is limited. An Interpretation Centre on
ecology and heritage will host educational programmes
and a greenhouse will be constructed to showcase
plant species from different climates. A newly built
amphitheatre is to host musical and cultural performances. A food-court and restaurant will provide refreshments and food for visitors. The buildings will be
eco-friendly and sustainable, having minimum impact
on the site’s environmental character, and vehicular

Large portions of Sunder Nursery and Humayun’s
Tomb complex have been surveyed using ground-penetrating radar to discovery archaeological remnants
prior to earth works. Several monuments were surveyed
and documented using laser scanning.

Partners
P U B LI C PA R T N E RS

Central Public Works Department, Archaeological Survey
of India.

Donors
Khaplan Foundation Fund, US Ambassadors Fund for
Cultural Preservation.

Authoritative Framework
‘Memorandum of Understanding’ signed on 11 July 2007.

